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1 Deions Peterson Wins Crown.
Council Drops
"Spardi Gras"
Festival Name
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Monarch Will .Be Crowned

The name "Spardi Gras" was
set aside yesterday in a. special
action by the student council. The
fatuous trademark of a Spartan
’
By JOHN CONROY
institution (LIMIT last sinner) niay
not be used by any college group,
Gracious blonde tressed Debris Peterson will reign over 1949
according to the new law.
Homecoming festivities to be held this week. Miss Peterson was
Dick Cirigliano, director of the
chosen
Homecoming Queen at last evening’s Talent show, after a
last "Spardi Gras", requested the
action, stating "that he hoped the,
difficult decision by the three Homecoming Queen contest judges.
name could soon be applied to a!
Miss Peterson, 19 -year-old accounting major, is a sophomore and
new, all -school get together".
a graduate of Fremont high school
Evidence that the fame of "SparIn Oakland. Her newly won regaldi Gras" had spread outside the
ity will begin this morning, when
to
Homeeomin
local area was demonstrated by a
she starts
letter from the University of Califirst of
the
fornia requesting San Jose State’s
many
her
help ar.d advice in planning a similar celebration which they hope
appointto make an annual affair.
ments. she
The council designated the StuIs a 111 P inJose
auditorium
Civic
The
San
dent Union as the polling place
be the scene of the Homeher of Alfor the coming student elections.
:mming dance Friday, Oct. 28, ImVoting will be from 9 a.m. to 4
pha 0 m imediately following the COP-San
p.m. on Tborsdaytand from 9 a.m.
deron Pi, naJose State college football game.
to 3 p.m. on Friday.
tional woolSponsorzsd by the Social Affairs
Audrey Ingleman Was appointed
en’s sorori?ommit
tee
under
the
chairmanship
director of Co-Rec, replacing Nora
Delorki Peterson
ty.
Dcras,
31
Duke
the
dance
will
feaLynch. Delta Sigma Phi’s constilier majesty was presented with
ture Bob Russell and his band.
tution was accepted in another
"Sport clothes" %yid be in order a bouquet of red rases by Miss
council action. Applications will
Jone Pederson. "Miss California of
.or 11t.. affair.
be accepted for junior representaVollowing the crowning of the 1949," at the close of the Talent
tive to the College Life committee.
Homecoming Queen at the game, show last night. Miss Peterson
, The fiscal budget. totalling ¶98,ihe %%Ill he introduced to the crowd won over 18 lovely competitors.
000, was approved 1337 the council
al the dance by Deras, who will
as its closing business. The budget,
The judges for the contest were:
act as master of ceremonlei. She
as presented by treasurer Bob
,Hanson, KCBS sports direcCarol
%% Ill be presented with a dozen
Seal, contained the following mator; Jone Pederson. Miss CaliforAmerican Beauty roses.
jor appropriations: Athletic deDecorations for the event, un- nia of 1949; Tedi Mapes, of the
partment,
$31,000;
Mc Fadden The days of ’49 were brought to life by the Spartan looting section
*ler
the direction of Dolores Cer- Mercury -Herald society staff.
Health Cottage, $13,570; Spartan
pigskin
’
in
this
rtan
colorful
card
stunt
at
half-time
of the USFlso. will tic in with the "RememAfter the second introduction ef
Daily, $12,000; Graduate Manaber When" theme of Homecoming the contestants: the judges went
ger’s office, $11,500; ASB card re- battle. Attired in uhlte, the rooters formed an -1
background
:reek. Unique backdrops and ceil- into conference to name the Queen.
funds, $3500; Speech and Drama, for the numerous stunts which they performed. pito
by Bob Stone
ing decorations are being arranged Not able to come to a definte de52635; Social Affairs, $2780.
by the committee. Stan Sadler, cision, the)’. narrowed the contestchairman of the new Talent Place- ants down to three candidates:
ment bureau, designed the novel Miss Peterson, Carol Rickey and
decorations.
Miley Ensenberger. The three
Dents stated that during Inter- charming candidates were prendssion, an old-time flapper dance sented for a final judgement, and’
will be staged by a group of Ran the
judges
declared
Debris
Jose State college girls.
"Homecoming Queen of 1949".
Highlight of the evening will
The &tractive Miss Peterson
:)e a balloon drop from the ceiling
will be officially crowned Queen
of the auditorium. Hundreds of
the Homecoming football game
Volume )00(V111
San Jose, California, Wednesday, October 26, 1949
Number 15 balloons are being gathered for at
to be held in Spartan stadium Frithis event.
day night, when San Jose ’State
Other chairmen for Friday’s ancollege plays College of the Pacific
nual affair include Mary Cahalan,
in their traditional rivalry game.
police; Joan O’Neil. patrons; and
Bill Parton. 1948 grid star, will
Betty Rich, publicity
crows the vivacious Queen.

At Pacifie- Contest Friday
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Close with Dance
Following Game

1

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE .

’Name the Spartan
Contest to Close
This Afternoon

Today in the deadline for all entries in the Spartan Head -naming
contest conducted on campus hy
I
the Rally committee.

Gigantic Homecommg
Parade Moves Tonight
Thirty-two organizitions hay.
entered floats or deeorated automobiles in tonight’s gigantic Homecoming parade, Ed Mosier. chairman, announced yesterday,

Atter returning to the campus,
studonts wilt hold a rally in the
; Men’s gymnasium. The parade will!
start at 7:30 p.m. from the asscm- !
bly area on First street.

The parade will ix. led by the
Three prizes will be awarded
rtan band and members of the
for the three best, names submite
Spears, who will can", the
ted. First prize is $5: second prize college banner. Other units i!
n the
is $3; and third pi-ize is $2.
parade will be: ROTC color guard.;
Fremont Union high school band.’
The names may be either hum- a float carrying State’s yell leadorous or serious, according to Ed ers and song girls, and an automo-.,
Mosher of the Rally committee. bile bearing the COP student body I
There should be some connection president.
The assembly area for the par_
with the Spartan tradition, however.
ade nill be on First street. beThe entry hyinks must be turn- tween Rt. John aid Julian streets.
ed in by 4:30 this afternoon. They The units will march through
May be deposited in the boxes at downtown Saa Joie and trans
the Daily office, B 93, or at the there back to the campus.
Inner quad.

partan

Dr. Reitzel Speaks
At Gilroy Tonight

Ticket Refunds
End on Friday

Rich veterans who attended the
Santa Clara game can quit reading
Dr. M. E. Reitzel, Art depart- at the end of this sentence.
ment head, will be guest speaker
tonight at a meeting of the BusiOthers may want to obtain their
ness and Professional Women’s refunds for tickets to the preclub in Gilroy.
school contest. Friday, October 20,
will be the last day they can do so,
According to word received from the office of Graduate Manager
the Art office, Dr. Reitzel will Bill Felse annotuiced yesterday.
show slides and give a demonstration on "How to do a Landscape
Employees of the office said
that several veterans have not.
Painting."
claimed the $2 refund.
Arrangements for the event
-were made by Miss Jessie Murphy. Gilroy school teacher, who
heard D. Reitzel speak to a camSTARTS NOV. 10
pus group during summer session.

GOETHE’S. ’FAUST’

IL

Ticket WindoitTp Close Friday
ASS card holders who want free
tickets to the Pacific football game
must obtain them at the graduate
manager’s office before 3 p.m.
Friday, it was announced yestertlPY’ Employges at the office said
that no student tickets will be
available at the gate Friday night.
Studentswho do not obtain tickets will have to take their chances
on getting in via the general admission ’route.
This may not be easy. With a
large crowd expected from Stockton. seats may be difficult to obtain Friday night.

’Y’ Social Tonight
Married couples of San Jose
State college are invited to attend
a social gathering at the YMCA
tonight.
Every Wednesday evening the
Y offers a program for married
couples, the last Wednesday being
a social while the others are recreational. Tonight’s program will
feature the less strenuOus activities such as cards.
Tonight’s gathering will be held
In the Y Social hall, 100 E. Santa
Clara street.

A coincidence in this years’
ZHomecoming Queen contest is that
Miss Debris Peterson and last
Friday is the last day to :years’ Queen Gaynelle Miller, now
change your program In lily ; Mrs. Bob Pifferini, are graduates
according fo the Regis- of Fremont high school in Oakland.
trar’s office.
A new ruling from SacramenThe evening entertainment was
to states that any change In highlighted by a variety show preprogram after Friday %%Ill cost sented under the direction of Nick
the student a fee of SI.
Lickwar. The show featured many
novel and entertaining comedy.acts. The audience overflowed the
Morris Dailey auditorium.

ero //our A ear

Weather

The cast of entertainers includSanta Clara and pvermore Val- ed Jimmy Veteran, Ray Bishop,
leys
Fair Wednesday; little Ed Hayden, Bill Russell, the Dull
change In temperature; patches of Skulls, John Piote. and Carol
1Stien.
low morning overcast.

UNITED PRESS ROUND-UP

Truman To Mediate Strike?
Labor experts think that President Truman will take a direct
hand in the coal and steel strikes.
The CIO plans to raise a multimillion dollar war chest far steel
strikers. At the same time, Cyrus
Ching, government mediator, is
conferring with officials at the
White House.
A recent edition of Jane’s hook
on aircraft of the world, holds
that Russia, in her building program, is emphasizing the fighterInterceptor for air defense.
Some- sources in Washington
have it that Admiral Louis Denfeld will be replaced as chief of
naval operations by Vice-Admiral
Forrest Sherman. The latter did
not testify in the utt;fication hear.
logs.
It’s going to be expensive to run
ae auto in Britain as a result of

a

devaluation.
Gas, formerly
cents a gallon, is now 31 cents.
In spite of an expected surplus.
the governmentwill continue price
supports on potatoes. Prices are
averaging well above support
els.
Mexican laborers Feem to like
our farms! Accovdbig to the Mexican Foreign Ministry, 78,000 of
them are working- en US farms.
Of this number, 59.000 are here II legally.
There’ll be rsi more "Black
Tuesdays" for the New York
Stock exchange, if what its vice
president says is true. Eugene
Lokey remembers the stock market crash of 1929. and believes
that The curbs on unrestrained
credit inflation will prevent such
.1 unastrophe frtstis repeating R-
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An Open Letter
It would do well for eery ’San Jose State student to read and
Jigest the following letter, printed in its entirety, that is an honest
appeal to COP students to refrain from campus raiding.
This letter is also an appeal to State students to respect the
traditional rivalry between the two schools and keep it from degener-ating into such childish vandal tactics as defacing respective college
property and endangering lives.

"To the students of Stockton College and College of the Pacific:
The spirited rivalry between College of the Pacific and San Jose
on be a fine influence for good on each campus. We are proud of
the competitive spirit which has made our San Jose ’Big Game" outstanding in California.
Neither college desires to discontinue this game, however, an
excess of spirit resulting in vandalism on the campuses of the two colleges can eventually result in embittered relations between the two
colleges.
Last year a carload of students from Stockton dashed through
San Jose in a "cop and robbers" episode. The driver in his enthusiasm
ran through a boulevard stop and collided with a car driven by an
elderly citizen of San Jose. Both cars were wrecked and the innocent
citizen seriously injured.
The colleges request that students not engage in raids on the
,
San Jose campus. Such activities result in unfavorable publicity and
do more_4amage than good.
PecifiŁ will uphold its end of the bargainit is now up to San
Jose State to follow suit. State has a valuable friendly enemy- in
COP.Keep the feud where it belongson the stadium floor!

(signed)
Edward S. Betz,
Dean of Men
Stockton College and
College of the Pacific."

Wire Garb of Gals
At Skidmore Stirs
Wrath of Union
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.X. Skidmore college girls
(UP).
brushed off today the resentment
of their traditional Union college
"dates" against certain reinforced
"unmentionables."
The -Union college men, who for
years have "dated" Skidmore
tiisses for their proms and fraternity hops, have protested what
they call the wearing of "concentric high-tension wires."
The Union college men’s disgust
with such "armor and chain -mail"
hit the printed page in a recent
issue of the campus newspaper,
"Oncordiensis."
But, the gals, apparently convinced that wires and stays are
here for keeps, blithely said they
did not "consider it worth discussing."
The published letter from one
of their Union admirers read, in
part:
"I don’t have to be an engineering student to know why most of
you garb yourselves the way you
do. The better your architecture,
the better I like it. And if you
want to wear a portable fortress
which can withstand the onslaught
of a division of Sherman tanks,
that’s okay too. But why be sadistic about it? Why give a poor
guy the come -hither routine with
all that lacy, flimsy camouflage,
and then put his very life in
jeopardy when he falls for the
sucker bait?"

STAN’S SL*ANTS .... by Sadler
-

,
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"A LITTLE SHORT, ISN’T IT?"

OPERATION ’SHE’ FINDINGS TOLD

They May Not Travel!

Trust Fellow Students;
The ’Souls of Honesty’

There tnay be a few less E WO mobiles if thi present strike situation doesn’t improve. A Ford
company spokesman said that all
car and truck production will stop
Nov. 15 because of steel shortages.
General Motors will place 10,000
workers on a four -day week soon.

By THAD A SPIOLA
Frequency of "stolen" articles
Your chances of losing some- in different localities was rather
C. A. Lindbergh made the first
think on campus and getting it static. In no one room, corridor, transatlantic solo flight, May 20,
back are pretty good. And your or rest room was there any pro- 1927.
classmate is presumably the very nounced degree of theft.
soul of honesty.
Once the articles were placed,
An effort in th-e nature Of a
they were left alone. No attempt’
secret experiment was made list
week by the Spartan Daily to was made to spy on unsuspecting
discoverers. A total of 24 articles
determine just how far a college
were used.
Parry:
and
Thrust
Dear
Parry
and
Thrust
!Dear
student could be trusted to leave
t
;and Dr. Atkinson:
I Admittedly, the result are
I During the "Y" barbecue a other people’s propertyL_akine-’conclusive. In any event, don’t go
I have just finished reading , while back. I noticed the "chow
Operation SIIE
I looking for free gifts. Operation
DELICIOUS
your letter in Thrust and Parry committees" ran out of- food at an
Operation
HE (student lion- sllE is over.
OrOclober 19, for the fourth time.’ early stage of the game. I was
the
began
on
txpiriment)
esty
.end I feel that this is a perfect merely a guest. but because I in’-ipportunity to present the views tendflO get aitive in Student "Y’ morning id Oct, II. A cigarette
(Editor’s Note: San Jose Stati.
:of a modern language student. I’m and other actisities. I thought it lighter of considerable value was college students have been warned
men’s
"powder
roomlift
in
the
er d
Aire that the othors in my_olasses - wise to find oitt.Where this bottle !tom time to time to gulp their
neck occurred. with lino.: of it, ’ in the %ministration building. personal bellingIngs closely. They
,v.111 agree wits me.
texeral textiiiiolts Iln philosophy.
later (1,11;,.
Vim say that we should not at- 1,:’vi;tion at
bate liven told there may be as
liktory and English were Flared high as lina
mpt
the mastery of another
(based on a national
of the in arions classroom s. Et iry
ilkx
Ho
At
3:30
p.m.,
..ogoage mit11-10mean) thietes on campus._ lbws:
II
-M414- 4tt
I
single
el er,
a ...Indent honesty experi...ugh knowledge of our own. .%
pl Ito that afternoon.
ment comiarted receritly by Thad
//reign
language helps consider- .!411,/ had purchased tickets. That
%,ts
knew of the
A. Spinoht t brims au interes!:og,
.hly in tho understanding of Our es’eluhlg’ the "chow t I/11111111 14.eand c., one wit nessi.d
loon
if not tainehisite, light on the
San Carlos and Almadcri
iative tongue.
n
W e learn the basic’, e’..,um .41A tamped when till) or
Living
of
the
"bait."
5%
liii
..pro’’111.)
lundamentals of its grammar and guests lulled Up t’he
fP41
property
Thinking the% "lost"
price of admission in their
a lot of things about our; the
: was’ not attractive enough, a
own which we had not known be- hands. Through quick .thinklim I brown
cowhide wallet containing
;ore. I, for one, am enrolled in and a trip to one of the local
I a few dollars was left on the
two language (’lasses, -and every- restaurants, the, _ problem was
Ifloor of the "coop" Tuesday.
one in in Russian class knows al solved.
Late that afternoon the wallet
least fine other language. Most of
Let’s: trSTto aVoid this sort of could not be fiiund. But after
the students who are Interested in thing in the future, gang, ’hod let
diligent searching, it was discoxlearning French or German, are our hosts .know definitely if we
ered under a table. Some unobalso interested enouglf to want to are coming to their shindig and
servant but twiny -footed stutitnt
know something of tireeK or Rita- far enough in advance so they can
had booted it into a safe place.
3 months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
%Ian or Sanserit or si bates-et- lan- get enough to fill that saclike
Also New Portables
guage they choose. As an English dilation of the alimentary canal
Ran Four Moo
Easy Payment Plan
major I can vouch for the real: beyond the esophagus in which
The experiment ran four days,
CORONA
UNDERWOOD
benefits gained through a kaowl-1 digestion takes place.
using the same articles and proROYAL
REMINGTON
edge of other languages, not only
Est. 1900
cedure. One significant fact deBob Dean, ASB 4510.
C. A. BLANCHARD
in grammar but- in being able to
veloped: pencils topped the casu24 So. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383
read the literature of other peoalty list, with erasers and spiral
ple, the real expression of their learning to get along with other notebooks sharing second place.
people in order to live a happier.
In the event any of the articles
thoughts.
Knowledge of a foreign lan- more prosperous and more cul- found their way to the Lost and
:zuage is required for a Doctor’s ’ tured life. If we wish to be good Found office, each was marked
degree because in so many cases neighbors, we must be able to f o r identification. T h e articles
one must go directly to the lan- speak the language of the man were removed in the late afternoon and catalogued according to
guage in which a man expressed next door.
Caroline Robins, ASH 217. item and place it was left his opinions in order to und2r,stand the contributions of other
.cottlitries tO a particular field. All
nations in the world do not think
(as we da,.13r. Atkinson, and it is
;greatly to our advantage to know
"the ideals, beliefs. customs, etc.,
of people other than right here in
391
CYpritss
the "Good Old U.S.A." The world
3-9309
. Santa Clara St.
is growing smaller; the people we
once knew only in books are now
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY
our neat-door neighbors.
4 We aferit going to school just
to learn how to make money.
JACK FLOURNOY
DAVE
ROSENTHAL JR.
Gsanted. that is very important.
CLOSED TUESDAYS
Owoots-Ope,raton
shut we also come to school to be.
131 E. WIllinn Street
CYpress 2-2547
adoesited. And by educated I mean

IThrust and Parry
On Ejercashun

Does it

NOW!

RANCHBURGERS
HOT TAMALES
CHILI

a

ANDREES

har

DRIVE-IN

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students

0.

There’s An Art

To Dry Cleaning

BACK-TO -SCHOOL SPECIAL

Reg. 9.50 Oil Permanent
NOW 4.95 c.o.+.

ALLURE BEAUTY

SALON

ART CLEANERS

"Catering to those Who Care":

Chest X-Ra vs Available
Today in [ obile Unit
Secretary Sa vs Most SJS Men
Are Courteo
Cooperative
is/

Chest X-rays, a form of insu rance against death from tuberculosis, will be tajtinl today by the Sa nta Clara County Tuberculosis association staff. ,Ifit.uniii will be staticvned outside the Health dePartment
between the Aamtnisfiation and cience buildings, according to Mks
Margaret M. Twombly, Health de , artment head.
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La Torre Pix

To Be Taken
By A. Butera

SRARTAN DAILY

Classified Advertising

The La Torre will have a nem
photographer taking pictures foi
the 1950 edition of the Spartar
yearbook. After careful inspectior
of many photographic studi o!
throughout San Jose, the Angelc
Butera studios were selected .tc
take organization, s e nior ak
other group.pictures to appear’ ir
the book.
.
The fluters studios, the larges1
and most modern in San Jose, are
widely known for their color photographs. Many campus organizations have had pictures taken at
Butera’s in the past and have
been completely satisfied with the
results. The Butera studios are
located at 80 E. San Fernando.
"Seniors are requested to sign
up immediately for their pictures
as there is only one week allotted
for that ifurpose and the rest of
the’ titnewill be set aside for the
taking of the pictures. Deadlines
must be met in order for the
yearbook to appear in early June,’
stated Lou Frartgione, 1950 La
Torre editor.
The La Torre booth for senior
sign-up will be located at the Li brary arch and will be open daily
from 9:30 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.,
beginning today. Thursday, Nov.
3, will be the final date for making senior photographic appoint ments.

"Polite college men are the most
noticeable advantages in our work
here at the college," asserts Mrs. Seniors Choose
Geraldine Terrell, in charge of the
mobile Tuberculosis association Date for Party
unit. "Less than three out of 10
students fail to say ’thank you’
Senior Overnight, traditional upafter an X-ray during the entrance per class social affair, will be held
physical examination.
Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 5 and
"Girls seem to have interest in 6 at Asilomar, publicity chairman
other matters but the men are co- Arnold Levine announced today.
operative and eager to please.
Seniors must pay a 81 deposit
Actually the entire community it the booth in the Library arch
works together to discover, treat, by Thursday. Total cost of the
and re-habilitate cases that come Overnight, including three meals,
to light after careful analysis."
a midnight snack, and all entertainment, is ;4. Transportation
Seal Funds Aid Work
_
Operations of the mobile unit will be by private car from the
are financed through public funds Student Union at 10 a.m. Saturraised annually In the Christmas day, Nov. 5.
Chairmen, in addition to Levine
Seal campaign, she explained. The
emblem of the Tuberculosis asso- are: Don Cross, transportation;
ciation is in no way similar to that Marian Bell, patron; Phil Bray,
of the Red Cross, except that both program, and Ann Guenther, tickare red. The two organizations ets. Patrons signed for the event
Include Dee Portal and other facare completely separate.
Pity members, as yet unnamed,
Financing is on a county basis Levine said.
with a small percentage set aside
for state and national headquarters.
While the unit has completed IAnnouncements
the major task of taking chest
TAU DELTA PHI: Meeting in I SOPHOMORE CLASS: Counci
X-rays of new students, Wednesday, Oct. 26 has been set aside for DeAnza hotel tomorrow at 8 p.m. j meeting in the Morris Dailey aud
itorium at 4 p.m.
a return trip to the campus.
ALPHA ETA SIGMA: Meeting
.
At that time students who in room 127 today at 7:30 p.m.
DELTA PHI DELTA: Meets tomissed the opportunity to "have
morrow in room A-1 at 4 p.m.
PI NU SIGMA: Meeting in Btheir pictures taken" are invited
Sketching trip plans to be dis72
at
12:30
p.m.
today.
All
nursto visit the unit.
cussed.
ing students invited.
Yearly chest X-rays are the best
PHI EPSILON KAPPA: All
SENIORS: Sign up for senior
insurance against contracting TB,
dues must be given today to Miss
emphasized Mrs. Terrell. Early overnight at library arch.
stages of other diseases are trace- 1 ALPHA GAMMA: Meeting in Doris Barberez in the Physical
able with the aid of these X-rays. room A-1 at 7 p.m. Barn dance Education office.
, During the past year four plans to be made.
SENIOR CLASS: Class execu
tive meeting in Student Union at
active TB canes were discovered
CHI PI SIGMA: Business meeton campus through efforts of the
2:30 p.m.
ing in fraternity house at 7:30
mobile unit and the association.
p.m.
BETA BETA BETA: Meets toMore than 52 former patients
morrow in room S-16 at 12".30 p.m.
OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPY
have resumed campus life, reports
Miss TWombly. Cases were dis- CLUB: Meets tomorrow in room
1’
covered in the early stages, given B-72 at 7:30 p.m. Get -acquainted Dept.
successful treatment and students party for occupational majors.
are still young enough to continue
INTERNATIONAL RELANickelby9
a college career.
TIONS CLUB: Meets in room 7
"Nicholas
Nickelby,"
a Charles
p.m.
at
3:30
Unit Serves Large Area
Dickens classic, is the first in a
Better than 94,000 county resiSECRETARIAL WORK: Of- series of unusual movies presented
dents and San Jose State college fered for college woman who can
this year by the Speech and
students have passed through the give one hour each morning, rest
Drama department.
mobile unit ince it began opera- of time in afternoon, three or
The movie, which stars Sir
tion. During the past year the unit four hours a day, five days a
Cedric Hardwicke, will be shown
the
end
of
travelled from one
week. Shorthand work. If intercounty to the other and com- ested, call at Dean of Men’s ofat 8:15 p.m. Tickets are on sale
pleted upwards of 30,000 X-ray lice.
today in the Speech office, room
photographs.
57. Price is 30 cents.
MATH
CLUB:
Meeting
tomorare
develnegatives
the
’After
row
in
room
117
at
7:30
p.m.
oped and processed they are
double-checked by radiologists and Speaker will be Dr. C. D. Olds.
medical specialists. The entire purASSOCIATED WOMEN STUpose of the program is to screen DENTS: Business meeting in
HUMIDOR
the campus for active TB.
room 24 at 9:30 p.m.
BARBER SHOP
Later, in active cases, the family
WAA BOWLING. CLUB: Meets
339 South First Street
doctor, specialists and the sani- from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at the Jose I
(Across the street from Sears)
torium take over to treat and re- Bowl.
turn the patient to normal life. 4.
Personnel entailed with operation of the truck and trailer are
Mrs. Terrell and Mrs. Phyllis Mortenson. Mrs. Terrell is also execuAlterations & Repairs
tive seeetary of the county chapter
,
paid
other
The
association.
of the
Mortenson
employees include Mrs.
as assistant, an addressograph operator and a health educator.
133 E. William Street
CYpress
Charity league volunteers assist
with the work when the unit is
53 W. San Fernando
2-0686
.
on campus"

to Sponsor
Nicholas

ATTENTION M E N: If ye*
FOR SALE
YORK WEIGHT-LIFTING SET: want good meal a, investigate
220-lb. set $25. Phone Niles 3-842 "Granny" Knowlton’s. Board only,
596 S. 10th street, Phone CY
after 5 p.m.
3-6988.
CLUB COUPE: ’90 Ford, good
WHAT IS IT? It’s a club. We
condition.. $485. Radio. heat e r.
save are old dollar bills. All our
Phone CY 5-8814.
members keep their money in barFORD COUPE: ’37 Model, 85 rels. It’s the National Campus
H.P. In excellent condition, neat club.
and clean as a pin.. Phone Davenport 3-7219.
CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY: AnyFOUR-DOOR HUDSON: ’29 one interested in untrammeled dismodel sedan, in excellent condi- cussion on same, leave name, adtion. Price $99.95. Call Eben Hub- dress and phone number in T box
bard at CY 5-9993 after 6:30 p.m. of coop. Address it "Theology."
PINBALL MACHINES: Reconditioned, at $20-$25 each.. Good for
fraternity houses or game rooms.
Phone CY 4-1460.
SPEED GRAPHIC: 1946 9x5
THE
with accessories. Call CY 2-3387
after 6 p.m., make offer.
FIAT: Fine condition, 45 miles
per gallon, 15 in. wheels. New
rubber, body in Perfect shape, no
parking problem around campus..
SWEATERS
$275. 181 S. 13th street, call CY
4-8252.
SKIRTS
BLOUSES
FOR RENT
DRESSES
ROOMS: With kitchen priviSUITS
leges for four college girls. New
and modern, 544 S. Seventh street.
Open Wednesdays Until 9
Very reasonable.
427 So. Bascom Avenue
FOUR -ROOM COTTAGE:
Available if you like sunshine -and
In the Bascom
clean fresh air, for $35 a month
Shopping Center
furnished to a couple who do.
Beautiful view, all modern conveniences. See Colonel Winston,
Industrial Arts department, or call
extension 238.

- Introducing

CHARM

Shop

ROOMS: For two students, new
twin beds, $20 each. Men preferred, 327 S. 17th street.
ROOM: In nice home for two
men, $15 each a month. Free
garage. 475 S. 15th street, Mrs.
Cox.

Good Foods
Donuts
and
Coffee

MISCELLANEOUS
WANTED: Girls planning to
start sterling set. To acquire six
new place settings at half price
phone CY 3-0093. Larry Lidstone.

15’
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DONUT SHOP
125 S.

Fourth

D ES YOU CA DO THE

HAIRCUTS ’1 00

THE FINEST IN DRY CLEANING

STATE TAILORS & -CLEANERS ,

Photos on Sale

One-Day Service

FRESH LUNCHES DAILY
Just Across 4th Street on
San Antonio
Sandwich" Candy, Friar, S.C.

+No

Your Car SHIMMYS and SHAKES

it needs Front Wheel Alignment
dee eke4 van S

IRON! END

SERVICE SPECIAL

11111111111 TOW MONWIAIVICI TOVIR TIMM!

What may be a valued addition
to anyone’s collection of San Jose
State keepsakes is now being offered for sale at the Graduate
Manager’s office, room 16.
A set of eight 9x12 colored campus shots are being offered for
only $1.

San Jose Box Lunch

No Extra Charge

IMPROVES STUMM WES YOU A SAID. SMOOTNER Rat

Special Laundry Rates
to College Students on Wednesday

WHEELS BALANCED
Limited Tints SI 00
Only
II
per wheel, plus weights

ONE FREE DRY WITH EVERY TWO MACHINES

SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE
443 SO. SECOND

C

30c WASH 20c
OPEN

DRY 30

-MINUTE SERVICE

WAdoys 11-11 Saf..11-6
Closed Thursday
_

A.BI PARKER,
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si=rdar= 26.1640 Co eds Previa() Masquerade Ball
A Chi Os Plan

Makes Fall Plans
Jackie Gather, chapter presi.
dent, presided over’ Upsilon chaptet of Ganuna "Alpha Chi, national
professional advertising fraternity

Holiday Dance
At Saratoga
A spookie with an orange tasseled witch’s hat is the means by.
which the Gamma Eta chapter of
Alpha Chi Omega sorority is announcing their first dance of the
fall season.
Local Alpha Chi’s have chosen
a Masquerade Ball with hobgoblins and pumpkins to set off the
Hallowe’en spirit.
Costumed members and guests
will be present at the novel dance
at the Saratoga Country club.
The bewitching hours will be from
9 p.m. to 1 airy, Oct. 29.
At midnight the guests will unmask, and a prize will be awarded
to the best costumed couple. Guest
bids for the affair may be obtained from any member of the
sorority or by phoning the Alpha
Chi Omega house, CY 3-9919.
The witch’s brew will consist
of hot spiced cider and cookies.
Eva Hansen is general chairman. Her assistants include Esther Guerra, bids; Joan Mitchell,
refreshments; Dennise Bushnell,
decorations; Gerrie Lopes, publicity.
Officers of the local chapter
are Beverly Ricketts, president;
Pat Ryser, first vice-president; Joanne Upton, second vice-president;
Dennise Bushnell. recording secretary; Betty Lau Weeks, treasurer;
Marty Roberts, warden; Carol Reseeker, chaplain, and Joan Merritt,
editor.
Others are Joan Broadhead,
AWS representative; Coralie Hill,
senior Panhellenic representative;
Barbara Grischy, historian; Coralie Hill, rush chairman; Eva Hansen, pcial chairman; Pat Kelly,
scholarship chairma n; ’Gerrie
Lopes, publicity chairman; Lavonne Peter, program chairman,
and Barbara Meeker, activities
chairman.
Faculty advisers are Miss Wilda
Merritt and Miss Helen Mignon.

Sororities Stage
Exchange Dessert

for women recently, according to
Joan Chamberlain, publicity.
Members discussed the time and
place of future meetings and
started work on,the quarter projects. The next Meeting, November 2, will be held at the home
of Mrs. Cast ne r, 2008 Forest
street, San Jose.

RENT A
.-J5N11,
TYPEWRITER
Kcal’
SPECIAL STUDENT
3MONTHS
RATE

0
MACHINES
BUSIN:SS
KEPIEDY
Qt, E SAN FERNANDO CY 2.7503

Special

*11111,444fe.
$6.40 under the
20c-a-copy newsstand price-$1.75 under the
regular I-ysr
subscription price
when you subscribe
through us at itio Spacial Collog Rote of only

LIFE

Kappa Alpha Theta, held an
open house prior to the Santa
Barbara game. Alpha Theta Thu,
from College of the Pacific, were
guests of honor. A theme of Hallowe’en, wiz followed for house
decorations, and Stu Inman’s combo provided music.

Spartan Couple Exchange
Vows in Berkeley Church
Gray satin was chosen by the
former Miss Patricia Marie Friar
as her wedding dress when she
was married to Jerry Maurice
Greene in the Northbrae Community church of Berkeley recently.
Miss Barbara Friar was her twin
sister’s only attendant, and she
wore a copper-colored satin gown
accented with yellow. Paul Greene
Jr., brother of the benedict, acted
as best man.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held in the church
social hall.
The new Mrs. Friar is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
L. Friar of Denair. She attended
San Jose State college and Berkeley schools.
Greene is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Greene of Inglewood.
He receiver’ his schooling at Inglewood and Santa Monica Junior
college prior to attending San
Jose State college.
The couple will make their4
home in Inglewood.
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SS.liS under th
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through us at the Spacial College Rat of only

Alpha CM Omega sorority
members, Gamma Eta chapter,
will gtve a Hallowe’en Masquerade Ball Saturday night at
the Saratoga Country club.

Membeis
heir costume
creations are, back row, left to
right, Lay
Peter and Gerrie
Lopes and front row, Esther
Guerra and Demise Bushnell.

Davidson-Carlsen Take Vows
in Trinity Episcopal Church

Members of Kappa Alpha Theta
and Alpha Phi held an exchange
dessert party recently following =
their respective meetings.
Half of the Thetas were entertained by a bridge party at the
Alpha Phi --house. Al the Theta
house, a skit entitled "Mary Oldsmobile" was presented by Mimi
Cox, LaVerne Kneeshaw, Barbara
Bright. Shirley Smart, Jean Wood,
and Koppy Baird. Following the
skit was a community sing.

College
i Rates ’

Miss Margaret Ann Davidson
was escorted by her father,
Charles V. Davidson, down the
aisle of Trinity Episcopal church
when she exchanged nuptial vows
with Harry E. Carlsen,
The bride’s white satin entrain
gown was accented by a mandarin
collar. Her fingertip veil, which
was edged with lace, was held in
place by a crown of seed pearls.
She carried a white orchid on a
white prayer book.
Miss Betty Carlselb served her
sister-in-law as maid of honor,
and Miss Margot Miller, Miss
Marilyn Rumley and Mrs. Stanley
Drysdale were secondary attendants.
The attendants’ gown s’ were
fashioned with Peter Pan collars
and full skirts, which were complemented by satin sweetheart
hats. Miss Carlsen carOed a
French bouquet of pink and white
carnations, which matched her

gown of pink satin. The bridesmaids were attired in ice blue
and carried bouquets of blue and
white carnations.
The role of flower girl was
filled by Miss Stephanie Davidson,
cousin of the bride. Her pink organdy dress was matched by a
small cap and a basket of rose
petals.
Robert Tobin served as best
man, and ushers were Chester
Miller and Joseph DeSoto.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held in the begonia.
decorated Trinity parish house.
After they greeted friends and
relatives, the newlyweds left on
a honeymoon trip to Carmel.
Southern California, and Mexico.
They are now residing in Willow
Glen.
Mrs. Carlsen was graduated
from San Jose State college with
the class of June, 1949. She is a
member of Jarman chapter, East -

SEAT COVERS
PLASTIC
EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICE
Setter wearing, highest quality, woven
plastic seat covers with leatherette
trim on cushion and backrest. All
seams reinforced. Deluse tailored.
Solid lea Split-Sack Flub Coups
Coupe
oach-Sed.
Coupe

$10.95

$13.95

QUALITY FIBRE SEAT COVERS

$4.95

$6.95

$10.95

and up

end up

nd up

AMERICAN AUTO SUPPLY
, .

,

Phone CY 4-0292

Mek

your
R110,1 strtch
furtherby MOsi. advent’s’’, new ef
shim inioney-steolop, spends! rates.

ern Star.
Carlsen is now a junior at State.
He is past president of Chi Pi Enter your order
Sigma, police fraternity, and is a
charter member of Lambda Alpha Epsilon.
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OPEN THURSDAY EVENINGS TILL 9 O’CLOCK

Campus Favorites in

PULLOVER SWEATERS
THEY’RE HERE I.
ALL THE NEW
PULLOVER
SWEATER
FASHIONS FOR
FALL AND
WINTER . . .

Br LEADING
KNITTING
MILLS
ALL-OVER CABLE STITCH STYLES $8.95
One sj t ot

clist;nct.ve sweaters of the ,eivoi . . . ICO% wool . . .
new colortone,.

PINE FUR and WOOL BLEND $8.95, $10.95
A bield co f nest wool and LI f,bres for e,tra stength . . . Zephyr -we le’
Seven color._

PURE CHINESE CASHMERE $16.95, $18.50

$19.85

Heavy fibre with bright colored t setter Of’ trim. Reinforced seems.
Solid-Back...1 Split-Back
Coach or
Coupe
Sudan
Coup.

Northeast Corner 3rd and Santa Clara

Prizes will be awarded to the
best costumed couple when unmasking takes place at midnight.
Photo by Steve Everett.

.

If

yoJ went the finest. here

I.. ,acte of oit.
cashmere . . . Fe co,o.

STORE
SANTA CLARA AT SECOND

lo.urious,

100%

Ch

F It
WI
FREE PARKING BACK OF STORE

Theta ’Chi Presents First
All-group Joint Meeting

Wednesday, October 26, 1949

Arnold-, Brown
Plan Wedding

SPARTAN DAILY

Helm-Farris Wed.’
In Palo Alto Rites

An afternoon double-ring ceref
mony in the Palo Alto All Saints
The first meeting of all on cam- ern belle learning to play the
pus social sororities and fratern- game of tennis under the instrucMiss Dolores Arnold, known on ’Episcopal church was the setting
ities was held MondaSi night in the tion of a northern gentleman,
campus for her baton twirling for the marriage of Miss Winifred
American Legion Memory Post
with the marching band, an- Fay Helm and Paul W. Farris reFour members of Delta Upsilon
hall. The meeting was sponsored did an imitation of Chi Omega’s
nounced her engagement to Jerry
cently.
by Theta Chi fraternity and was four singers, the "Dull Skulls."
Brown at Monday night’s Delta
Mrs. Farris wore a white off)
designed to further friendly relaGamma
sorority
meeting by passThe "Gamma Lovelies" of Gamtionships among the Greek letter ma Phi Beta and Delta Zeta Joan
ing a five-pound box of candy.
gaudy ballerina-length t a f f et4
groups.
Clervi completed the show.
Miss Arnold is working for her gown for her wedding. The dress
A program, featuring a stunt
secondary credential in art at Sani was styled with fitted bodice and
from each organization, was under
Jose State college. She is affiliated I cap sleeves.
the direction of Theta Chi Social
with Delta Gamma sorority. She
The bride attends San. Jose
Chairman Ed Case, and Masier of
is ASB secretary, member of State college, where she is affiliCeremonies Mary Braunstein. FolBlack Masque, and has been a ated with Kappa Kappa Gamma
lowing the show refreshments
majorette in the band for two sorority. Farris is a member of
was
enserved
and
dancing
were
More than 200 freshman campyears.
Phi Epsilon Kappa at State.
joyed by the guests.
ers attended the reunion held
The
future
Mrs.
Brown
is
the
Ditz Webster, president of Theta Thursday afternoon and evening
ton high school.’ While on campus,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. K. M.
.Chi, began the show by extending at the barbecue pits near the Wohe was afiliated with SAE and
Miss Dolores Arnold still red Arnold of Paso Robles.
a welcome from all members of men’s gym, according to Ron La
Delta Phi Delta, honorary art soI Brown was gr aduated from ciety.
Theta Chi.
Mar, who was in charge of the Jerry Brown In a Yuletide cereI
State
in
1998.
He
obtained
his
MA
Joyee Dow, Kappa Kappa Gam- event.
The couple are planning a
mony. The couple plan to reside
I at Washington State college in Christmas.wedding and will reside
ma, and Pat Marshall, Chi Omega,
Campers and counselors who got In Stockton.
fine arts and is teaching at Stock - in Stockton.
were called upon by Master of
acquainted at Freshman Camp
Ceremonies Braunstein ,tcL. say a
held at Asilomar reunited ln
word on behalf of the guests.
games, a steak barbecue, and an
John Drew and Ron Wren of
evening of dancing and entertain.Sigma Alpha Epsilon entertained
ment.
their.feats
of
with
’the audience
black magic. The show then took
a musical turn.. A ’Beauty Shoppe
Quartet’ was performed by Alpha
Omicorn Pi. Bill Russell of Theta
Chi, six "Slimus Kappa Gals" and
Chi Omega Betty Louthan proved
Miss Barbara Jean Danel chose
their musical talents.
the first meeting of her sorority
Delta Gamma sorority presented to announce her engagement to
four chorines who did a "Goop Robert Weston .Chadwick of SacDance." Boyd Johnson and his ramento recently.
Ragtime Combo from Lambda Chi
A large heart, which was pieced
Alpha had the guess tapping their together like a jigsaw puzzle by
jazz.
Dixieland
feet to some
her Kappa Kappa Gamma sororSeven members of Kappa Alpha ity sisters, revealed the news.
Theta provided the background for
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Danel
Miss Janice Fuller, who sang
of Sacramento are the parents of
’’Blue Moon."
the bride-to-be. Miss Danel gradNext on the program was a
uated from McClatchy high school
stunt by five members of Alpha
and Sacramento junior college in
Phi doing "Are There Any More
Sacramento, and she will receive
At Home Like You?"
her degree from San Jose State
Bill Russell of Theta Chi recollege
next March.
turned to the spotlight to present
Chadwick attended Sacremento
imitations of several well-known
movie stars as he briefly acted out high school and Sacramento junior
college and received his degree in
a movie he had seen recently.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Georgene personnel administration here in
Lloyd did a.monolpgue of a south - September. He Is a member of
Delta Sigma Gamma.
a smooth, provocative invitation
The couple’s wedding plans are
indefinite.
on your lips
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Danel-Chadwick
Announce Troth.

NOW YOUR LIPS CAN BE

Fashids Newest Lip Colon by Max Factor
PINK VELVET

A Chi Os Honor
New Housemother

Alpha Chi Omega sorority held
a tea honoring its new house
mother, Mrs. Myrtle Greenway, in
the local Gamma Eta chapter
house, recently:
Mrs. Greenway is from Austin,
Texas. She was a housemother at
the University of Texas last year.
We -Folds a degree in merchandising.
’ Tea was served by A Chi 0
members- to alumnae, mothers, sorority presidents, housemothers.
and faculty advisers.
Eve Hansen, social chairman,
was in charge of the affair.

Drs, Busy Bees
Newly -elected hour’ manager of
the Delta Zetas is Helen Ohm.
Election’ was held at P recent
house meeting, (’4 S. 10th street.
Teddy Bulman is a new member
of the local Gamma Lambda chapter from Mu chapter at the University of California at Berkeley.
She is a sophomore history major.
Recent interesb of the sorority
was directed toward a rummage
sale held in Berkeley by Bay Area
alumnae, Mu Chapter, and Gamma Lambda. The sale was for the
benefit of the San Jose chapter’s
house. Elizabeth Kilgallen took
charge of the sale for the local
group.

I)T() Has Breakfast Fete,
Awards Pins to Pledges
Delta Theta Omega fraternity
held a pledge breakfast at Lou’s
Village recently, where 14 men
accepted DTO pledge pins.
The prospective initiates are as
follows: Den Anderson, Bill Armelt, Bill Bondy, Terry Bowman,
Don Carlson, George Duran, Bud
Egan, Lewis Elle, Bob Ga)li, Bob
Laidlow, Cecil Mansfield, Jerry
Schmidt, Frank Taft, and Mickey
Mendoza.
Jerry Finch’s combo furnished
music for a uro after-game -dance
at the new chapter house, 200
11: ’13th street, Fridlor. ighL .

A

English Prof 111

Ass’

Mrs. Stella Schuchardt, assistant professor in the English department, was taken ill suddenly
Friday. She will be replaced by an
as yet unnamed instructor this
week, according to Dr. Raymond
Barry, English department head.

CORAL GLOW
warm, vivacious lit
with gold

ExceUent Food
Quiet Service

PINK SECRET

Congenial Atmosphere

delicate, with a hint
of feminine asysatry

OPEN 24 HOURS

HASTY TASTY
Three dramatic new Lip Colors create fresher,
more brilliant lip flattery for you in fashion’s
newest costume colors. Each shade is a masterpiece
of color blending...a "Fashion Must" to complete
your lipstick wardrobe of Color Harmony Clear Reds
and Fashion Harmony Blue Reds and Rose Reds.

free Shoppe
40 E. Santa Clara Street

ITALIAN
RESTAURAN1

In Max Factor’s famous, "well-behaved" lipstick... sloe
phis
non-drying, it really stays on.

41

Created for Color Harmony by

etidIOLLYWOOD

DOWNSTAIRS

Banquet Rooms
We Speciarrze

in

Student Banquets and
Birthday Parties
RAVIOLI and SPAGHETTI
DINNERS
Hof Food To Taint Out
CYprasa 4-5r3

75 San Augustine

UNIQUE
ACCEPT THIS
BEAUTY OMR:

a generous
You will receive in the new
trialsize lipstick
Barrivony.shatk
Fashion
to you.
most Rowing
Color
individual
oho your Make -Up art
Harmony presctibed by
personally
Factor...alothe 32 -page
instruction
color -illustratedFactor, "The
NW
by
book
Makr-Up".
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Michigan taw Excludes
Radio, Camera at Game
MICH:GAN STATE COLLEGE.Portable radios and cameras will be forbidden to the
general public while inside Macklin stadium, assistant director of
athletics Lyman L. Frimodig announced yesterday.
Any authorized spectator trying
to enter the stadium with a camera or radio will be .asked to reBy ED SPARROW
’turn it to his car.-- 1-.-.6S ANGELES ASTATE COLThis edi,ct includes everyone,
have often wondered if
students and paying customers LEGE.I
students
are cognizant of the
the
alike, who go into the stadium
this afternoon. Only photograph- fact that culture and education
ers with press passes or other sat- are not always given in colleges
isfactory indentification will be and universities. Truly cultured
excepted from the rule. Frimodig men and women are, indeed, alsaid.
most rare in colleges and univerSpectators who manage fo get sities as they are out -side them.
past the stadium gatemen with
The first and inexorable essenradios or cameras will be stopped tial to culture is a sincere desire
at the ramp going into the stands. for growth and self development,
If anyone happens to pass the a sincere -desire to live the fullest
gate men and ramp ushers with
richest life that is possible.
radio or camera, he will be han- land
Culture is the art of life. Culdled by ushers in the stands.
ture broadens, deepens, quickens
The rule was adopted by the ’ the current of life.
Athletic council after complaint
The only culture worth conwas received regarding portables sideration becomes as much a part
and cameras. "This regulation has of a man’s or woman’s being as
been made in order to give the lungs or stomach -as necessary
best possible service to all people
to them as air of food.
attending our games," Frimodig
Culture is the art of life. It’s
said.
acquisition implies the deliberate

LA. Student Gives
Culture Discourse;
Is Ie Art of Life

U. of Idaho Builds
Low-Speed -Tunnel

shaping of one’s self in order to
live the greatest possible number
of hours of one’s life on the highest and noblest plane of being.
Culture is always keen, alive,
alert. Knowledge. may often be
dead, dull tedious. Culture is an
attitude toward life.
In saying all this I wish to remind the students of this young
and budding institution that it is
necessary to use all the tools
placed in front of you- it’s a
part of your education to participate in extra curricular activities.
You must reach down to the
roots of sincerity and aspiration
for it to be able to flow into your
mind and heart.
All that constitutes culture has
been produced and now exists for
normal, average, wholesome, sincere men and women.

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO
During the past summer in connecton with special research in
engineering. a new low -s pe e d
wind tunnel was completed at
Idaho. The tunnel built to conduct research on windshields for
pregages, may later be used in
the study of snowdrift problems.
Housed in the
Agricultural engineering shops the project is under the sponsorship of the civil
engineering department.
Dr. Mark ,Gurevitch.
physics
department, aild’ Delbert Robison,
la senior in mechanical engineering, have built the tunnel in collaboration with the agricultural
engineering department. Several
test run,s have indicated unusual
epperdine9s
phenomena which occur around’
precipitation gages due to updrafts of air. The information is
being sought by the Weather Bureau and other federal agencies
PEPPERDINE
COLLEGE. -which are also cooperating in this
Thanks to a Pepperdine student’s
research study.
invention, polio victim Ronald
Granlee, 15, of Inglewood, can
read unassisted in his iron lung
at Rancho Los Amigas Hospital.
The boy, now paralyzed from
the neck down, is the delighted
owner of an electrically operated
page -turning device. It was inSACRAMENTO JUNIOR COL- vented for him by Glen Taylor,
LEGE has all the unusual assets 23-year-old minister of the Trufor teaching
books, teachers, man Boyd Church of Christ, Long
classrooms but it also owns a Beach.
rather unusual teaching aid; a
The patient controls the device
$350,000 C-46 twin engine transby slight head or cheek pressure
port airplane.
$200 is all this Curtis Comman- against a lever. This winds a
do cost the school. It was pur- length of nylon thread clipped to
chased from the War Assets ad- each book page.

Chico Buries
Time Table
CHICO STATE COLLEGE.
At last, 150 members of the
class of ’49 can bet a good night’s
sleep-- their mark is finally with
the others in the little circle in
front of the Adminstration building.
In this space, blocks about two
feet square have been reserved
for each, graduating class. Herd
they place brass ’numbers in -the
cement, indicating the graduating
year of the senior class. There
are now 19 of these monuments
decorating the circle, dating baGic
to 1931, when the first class inaugurated the tradition.
But while many students pass
over and around these Markers
each day and realize their meaning, few know that there is also
something sealed in the cement.
Each class leaves behind Its
trade-marks and memories: a
copy of the Record, two issues
of The Wildcat, and a list of the
graduating class have been
"planted" for some descendant to
some day excavate.
The Class of ’49 was without
such souvenirs until last weekend, when after continuing demands by old grads, campus gremlins took over with their picks
and trowels and cemented in the
latest edition of an old Chico
tradition,

the national

Campus Scene
Bells, Bells, Bells, Bells
Alex Graham Hears Bells
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCOEditor, Foghorn:
A bell is supposed to be a hollow
vessel which, when struck, gives
forth sound. Since all the time I
am walking around this campus,
I get that ringingdoes it mean
that maybe my head is a hollow
vessel?
This ringing I hear is not exactly like a bell being swung or,
for that matter, a bell being
struck. It’s more like a combination of both. And_ the effect, to
say the least, is disconcerting.
Four times I have run out for
the drillonly there’s been no fire
drill. Three times I’ve left a class
early and found out after I had
been marked absent that it wasn’t
a class bell I heard. So, to counteract the ringing I stayed through

Michigan ,State Saves Money;
Uses Co-op Purchasing Plan
MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE.
--National Campus club, a cooperative purchasing plan, is now
operating for the students apd
faculty of Michigan State College,
according to Len Stuttman, Chicago senior and local representative for the group.
Students Save
Essentially the program is designed to save students and facultt members money while they
are at school by patronizing stores
which are affiliated with NCC,
said Stuttman.
Students buy membership cards,

good for one year, whith entitles
them to discounts at the member
merchants on all purchases simply
by showing the card.
Merchants Co-operate
Merchants who have affiliated
thus far include service stations,
cleaners,
launderers,
clothiers,
food markets, tailors and a restaurant. Discounts range from
two cents per gallon of gas to 20
per cent on cleaning bills.

five lectures that I didn’t want to
hear just because I thought the
ringing I heard wasn’t really ringing at all.
Which is all very confusing, and
precisely the state of mind I’m
in. Could anybodyanybody at
alltell me what’s with this ringing in the head I’ve got?
Alex Graham.
Ed. Note: Investigation by a FOGHORN staff member revealed
that an electrical short has been
discovered between the faculty
building and the boiler room, resulting in an erratic ringing of the
university’s bell system.

DINK CLARK’S
TENNIS SHOP
Complete Stock of

TENNIS and BADMINTON
EQUIPMENT

While They Last
Wilson Tennis Rackets
Reduced from $15 to

S995

COMPLETE

With Nylon Strings

1/2 Block
from Campus

58
S. Fourth St.

p

Invention
Helps Paralyzed Patients

New Teaching Aid
For Aero _Classes
At Sacraffiento JC

ministration at Ontario, Calif.
Among the many duties this
particular plane has had was ferrying troops and -materials over
the Himalaya mountains. It also
has acted as a paratroop plane
in Africa.
The craft will be used ln conjunction with many courses offered by the SJC Aeronautics
department.
"Soda pop" and other carbonated beverages got their start as
medicines. It was introduced by
a Philadelphia doctor.
- - --

GOLFERS
ATTENTION-!
Now, for
green fee of only $4
per montis, with your ASS card,
you can golf any day of the week
except Sat. and Sun. Also, clubs
and 2 gran balk con be rented
for 50c day.

HILLVIEW
GOLF COURSE
Tully Road

CV 54650

tient’s head. So when Ronnie is
released from the hospital, where
he already has spent 11 months,
he can use it in an ordinary bed.
Taylor audited courses here in
the 1949 Summer School and has
applied for admission as a regular student this month.

Cal Learns Exam Writing
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. A
University extension
course, "Writing the Essay Examination." in two sections, will be
offered this month.
13 as i,c principles of writing
puncuation, spelling and grammar
will be included in the course. It
has been designed to teach students how to organize and present
facts in a clear and concise way.

Taylor took time off from his
ministerial duties and class work
at Pepperdine this summer to
build the model in his home workshop at 1018 E. 150th St., Compton. Best of all, the page -turner
Meetings are held once a week
has its own stand, mounted at for eight weeks and the total cost
the correct angle above the pa- is nine dollars.

SKIERS!

CrEA_METN -

183 -E. SAN FERNANDO ST
We welcome the alumni.
The real home of quick and courteous service.
We serve Golden State products exclusively
Across the street from the student union.

BABY, IT’S COLD INSIDE
our locker room.

BUT BABY

the meat is deliciousand
the price is right. Compare our quality and you will
be sure that Western meats are the best.
PORK CHOPS

59c lb.

BACON

53c lb.

HAMS, whole or half

49c lb.

BEEF, by the side

49c lb.

WESTERN COLD STORAGE CO.
40 NO. FOURTH
on block north of this campus

CYpress 2-8992

Hubbard Bronzan, Striving for "Will to Win"
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Wilson Wants Supreme
Effort Against Tigers
By WADE WILSON

1 #

Driving into town this Friday night to meet San Jose State al
Spartan stadium will be Eddie (the Baron) LeBaron and his machinelike COP football eleven. The Tigers are hand -tooled, they are highly
mechanized and precisioned, and they are polished to the highest
degree. Many say they have the team to break into the Pacific Coast
conference and give a good account of themselves. Many believe footballers who have played tothat the "amazing Eddie" is the gether for the most part of four
coming Frankle Albert of the years. On this precisioned
49ers. He is good; he is smart; machine, Siemering has eight men
the "kid" (only 19 yrs. old) directs v.ho have earned three varsity lethis three-ring circus with the spit ters prior to this year.
The Tigers also have an even
and polish of an acErnplIshed
ringmaster.
munher of eight gridmen who have
But, there is always San Jose. won two varsity awards prior to
The San Jose team that has held this season. Added to this lustre of
the Tigers in check for the past
14 years by only losing oncr and lettered ball players, COP has a
being tied Tice by this team. The host of transfers and one-year letsame San Jose State Spartans that termen. From all these talented
derailed. the powerful Bengals hall players, Siemering has fielded
from Stockton last year in a thrill- a team that has a line average of
ing 14-1 upset. Yes, the same 215 lbs. and a gazelle-like backsmarting Spartans that have held field that averages 168.
the "kid" from llgerville to one
The Bengals’ bountiful backfield
completed pass in three years.
has led COP’s scoring attack that
The Spartans are crippled; they is almost equal to that of State’s.
are mangled and bruised; they are COP has tallied 277 points to
beaten, both physically and men- their opponents 53 while the Spartally; but, they have been before tans have hit the scoring side of
and come through In this crucial the ledger with 280 points to their
game for both teams. They were opponents’ 137.
the underdog on the tote pole last
The Will to Win
year and upset the dopesters’ preCoach Bill Hubbard is working
diction*. They can do it again if !Ong and hard pouring over scoutthey dig down a little deeper in ing leports with Assistant Coaches
the guts and determination de- Bob Bronzan and Bud Winters.
partment.
The coaching staff is far from the’
The California Bears dug down happy side of life-- neither are

follow: Rushing
Att Yds I.st
1cs,4(.11. - 35 353 9
I tilitildson
29- 255 4
Johnson
34 214 5
Mendonsa
15 170 1
Dambacher 21 134 0
Smyth
19 113 7
Traina
19 105 7
Chagonjian 17- 88 0
Cement ina 23 85 13
Huxley
4 63 0
Pass Receiving
No.
10

Morgan
Wilson
Dambacher
Persha
Cementina
Smith

11

Kickoff
Johnson
Chagonjian
Dambacher
Russell

Punting
No. Yds.
1
23
7

251 S.
209

(i.1

169
134
106
98
88
72
63

11.3
6.4
5.6
5.2
5.2
3.1
15.7

Yds. TDs

4
0
0
1
0

234
134

96
4
6
89
75
3
5
62
Returns
No. Yds.
103
4
96
3
90
4
77
5

Avg.
25.6
32.0
22.5
15.4

Archie’s
for

Steaks
S4S SOUTH SECOND ST.

hit
7 9
2 0
1 I

Friday afternoon will fifrid the
Spartan cross country team, fresh
from their twin win over both San
defeated tootball powers .111 the Francisco State
and Cal Poly last
Pacific Ccast.
week, tatigling with what is rated
to be a scrappy College of Pacifiq
aggregation.
Coach Walt Bealey’s Staters
have become a closely knit team
that will be hard to beat, because
of the close competition between
4ach individual runner.
In winnng over Cal Poly and
San Francisco State the Spartans
followed each other closely to
AND
make the win possible. Co-captain
Dore Purdy edged out Cal Poly’s
CO John Leslie by a mere second in
winning the 3V2 mile jaunt in 18
minutes 54 seconds. Other Spartans to finish in top spots were co- .
captain Marion Day, fifth; Jim
Lund, seventh; Al Weber, eighth;
Jim Simpson, 12th; Bob Weber
and William Neil tied for 13th
place.

College of the Pacific and California are the only two major ,in-

SPARTANTACKLE
CAPTAIN

JACK MARRIED
A FORMER SPARTAN
VIRGINIA smeootoa, WHO IS
NOW A SCHOOL TEACHER.
SHE SEES TO IT THAT
111E BIG TACKLE
KEEPS UP WITH
HIS HOMEWORK

SACRAMENTO, Oct. 25 (UP) Santa Clara university today officially received the complaints of
hundreds of football fans that stadium paint came off on the portion of their anatomy on which
they sit.

CCAA ANO LITTLE
LAST YEAR.
JACK HAS
aserto MORE
STATE
GAMES
THAN
ANTOOSV
ON THE
SQUAD

ALL

ALL-COAST

Won’t Good Food?
Mayfair has it!

,

FOR STATE STUDENTS ONLY

Water Poloists, Hard
At Work for Stanford

makes

Avg. Fmk
50.0
50
39.0 0
898
_ 31.0
ftur
211

pa.sIng
1.-(1:
"ti.
-15 Cr:6
23
9 115
7 151
Nit A%.,..11110;i1crot 11
311 9.s

Spartan Harriers
Take on Pacific
Distance Squad .

$5.50 Meal Tickets
for $5.00
Complete Breakfast, Lunches, Dinners
Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m

MAYFAIR
RESTAURANT
159 so. FIRST ST.

might hurt the Indians and the
Spartan forwards have been holding voluntary shooting practice.

The Spartans will have to cut
off the Big Red’s Ralph Sala: Although he is not considered an
outstanding shot, Sala’s spee

Russell Grabs Rushing Lead

. ,.)70

2111.

him

a

constant

scoring

Iiirea t. Ile scored two of his team’s
flue.. goals in the 3-3 conb.st hetween the Spartans and Indians
last Fr:clay afternoon.
Fred it rssen s illie.:si
the ke.P.
t
Friciny,
but ,his ankle hampered
San Jose Is drilling An new plays
Coach Charley Walker thinks

.7)90 that

A PENNY SAVED

A PENNY EARNED

Golden West Dry Cleaners
Stone
ith.44. Ca.

Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
Close to Town
Close to College

Unhersity

EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
Main Plant
CYpress 2-1052
25-29 S. Third Street
.275 E. williaro
231 Willow
24th and Santa Clara St.

&thin

1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
1740 Park Ave.
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen

jiked9t!

"Chicken in the Rough"

at Illiot
RED COACH INN

Serving Lunch and DinnerNoon ’til 9 p.m. Weekdays & Sundays
Noon ’til 10 P.M.
Friday and Saturday
Tea 3’ to 5 o’clock
BEAUTIAUL BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE
FOR LARGE PARTIES
Lail* Sotectiori of Gifts for Party Prites

7

gobSports Closeups ’ Dubbers

deep in their fur-lined parka and they pessimistic of the outcome of
came up with a rousing win over Friday’s game. They are waiting
a supposedly superior USC Tro- out methodically ways to stop the
jan. The Bear also was crippled. Tigers. They are working the team
He was mangled and bruised, but hard in an effort to instill in them
still .came through i .with a gang the :NA to.win. The boys have the
San Jose State’s water polo
on opportunity to pull the upset and
of determined cripPlis and
the game.
they have the guts and determin- team is hard at work this week.
ation if they will reach a little They’re out to beat the Stanford
COP Lettermen A -Plenty
Co a c h Larry Siemering will farther down in the sock for that Indians in tomorrow night’s gamy
in the local pool.
bring to town a young band of added zeal and zest.

Dashing for 104 yards throwni
the Santa _Barbara Gauchos Friday, Spartan halfback Harry /Ins- Linn
sell moved into the position Of
Leek
back on the San
i-Crt!PY
Stl!e football squad with an
of 9.8 per -carry, according to Mett,-;1
st:i.i-fies from the Statc Athletic.
office.
’lig. partial s:itistic.
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afflairs;

Iloilo

Day after day at the University Store in Athens, Georgia,
as in college shops throughout the cOuntry, you can
always find University of
Georgia students and ice-cold
Coca-Cola. For with students
everywhere, frosty ice-cold
Coca-Cola is the favorite
drinkCoke belongs.
,t
dsk for it either way ... kath
trade-marki mean Me same thing.
1110TrIlD UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-004.A COMPANY

No Liquor

Phone Los Gatos 251 2 Wks East of Los Gatos on Hiway 17

SY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY Of SAN JOSE:
Copyright IWO, Coca-Cola

company

S
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Know Your Candidate

Office Seekers Tell
Reasons for Running
Candidate for class officer posts,
a baker’s dozen in number, responded yesterday to the Daily’s
invitation to come in for interviews. Their names, qualifications,
and promises are listed’ here for
inspection.
Polls for primary elections will
be open in the Student Union froni
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday and from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday of this
week. The two-day run is part of
an effort to draw more voters.
The Spartan Daily concurs with
the idea behind this effort. Less
apathy may lead to less gripes
later.

"I will cooperate in every way
with the activities of, the junior
class," she said.
Miss Thomas, who is a junior
Art major from Morgan Hill, was
on her class council last year, and
was active in AWS.

lend the meetings. L will, work for
greater class participation if elect Miss Goulder is a junior psychologyzphilosophy major from
San Anselmo. She was active in
student affairs while at Mann J.C.
Dick l’aum
Sophomore class president. Dick
Vaum from Oakland: "My main
objective If elected would be to
serve as spokesman for the sophomore class and to divide the class
council into small committee
groups so that everyone who wants
to serve will have. a chance to contribute something to class activities. Nominations turn-out was
poor, and I hope that the balloting
during elections will be better.
Sophomores can show by voting
that they intend to support class
activities."

Jeanne Kerwin
"I would like very much to see
the junior class with a more effecient organization." said Jeanne
Hoffman Kerwin, candidate for the
Betty Isliknatsu
office of Junior class secretary.
Betty Ishimatsu, trealihrer
"With better organization, more Spartan Spears, is seeking elecstudents would be interested in tion to the position of sophomtre.
class activities," she concluded.
class secretary.
Mrs. Kerwin, a psychology ma"If elected I will put out all MS?
Dick Cirigliano
jor from San Jose, has served on efforts in the duties of secretary.
"I feel that past experience is the sophomore council, worked in
one of the most important quali-1 AWS and has been secretary If a hard-worker is needed, I. am
fications for the office of presi- of Spartan Spears.
dent of the senior class," said Dick I
Mildred Walls
Cirigliano, senior education major.’
Mildred Walls. junkie English
"I was president of this council
during my sophomore year. I know major from Whittier, Calif. begins,
that it has proven itself to be one her platform by paying tribute to
of the most aggressive in the his- the fine spirit shown by her class
this year.
tory of the school.
"The class started off with a
"My past experience has been
vice-president and president of bang this year. We’ve had great
San Jose high school, business attendance at the meetings and
manager of Spartan Reveleries, the dances," says Miss Walls. "I’ve
"How’s It Goin’ ", and chairman worked with the class for two
years on the council. I know their
of the 1949 Spardi Gras."
problems and I would like very
Belmont Reld
much to serve as secretary."
"My platform is a program of
Miss Walls has been at San Jose
leadership, service, and friendli- State for three years. She was the
ness," said Belmont Reid, candi- editor of her high school newsdate for president of the senior paper.
class. "If elected, I hope to make
Eve Hanson
the coming senior activities more
Junior class secretary. Eve Haninteresting, more appealing, and
more desirable to the members of son, G. E. major from Lodi: "I’ll
make a conscientious, efficient,
the senior class," he concluded.
Reid is senior engineering major and willing effort if elected to
from San Jose. He served as a work with the class cabinet and
member’ of the junior class council carry through with its activities.
last year, and has been active in All of us who are ruRping hope,
as I do, that there’ll be a large
other school activities.
turn -out at the polls so that those
Pete Cirivilieri
of us who are elected will feel seactivities
more
in
favor
of
"I am
cure in office."
for the junior class," said Pete
Pat Goulder
Cirivilleri, candidate for junior
Pat Goulder, candidate for junclass president.
"I wish to advocate more.class ior class treasurer, is a girl who
activities in the hope that the feels that transfer students should
enter into San Jose State college
school will follow our example."
"If elected, I will cooperate with life more than they do.
"I am a transfer from Mann J.C.
the Student Council in every way,"
myself." declares Miss Goulder.
he said.
Pete, who is a junior accounting "I believe that the class officers
major from Pittsburg, Calif.. has should work to bring ALL the
served on both the sophomore atid members of the class together.
junior class councils. He is a mem- There are 2000 juniors at State
ber of Theta Mu Sigma social fra- and yet less than 50 regularly atternity.
Dale Brown
Dale Brown, candidate for junior class vice-presider.t. is for
better class spirit and unity and
the Support of the ICC.
"We also hope to get more class
social functions." Brown said.
Dale is a language major. He is
a transfer from Ventura Junior
college where he was language
club president. He is a member of
the Rally committee and the junior
class council.
Florence Ross
Florence Ross, candidate for
senior class secretary, states, "II
I’m elected the interests of the
senior class will be uppermost in
my mind and I will do the very
best job I know .how."
Florence, a journalism major
from San Jose, has attended San
Jose State college for four years
"This is my first venture into
campus politics and I have no commitments of obligations to fulfill
to any specific interest."
Fred Michels
An endeavor to manage senior
class finances efficiently is the
platform of Fred Michels, candidate for senior class treasurer.
Michels, commerce major from
San Gabriel, says that he developed
an interest in finances through
his college work. He promises to
bring experience in class work to
bear in his duties, if elected.
Jackie Thomas
"I will work to the best of my
ability to bring about a closer organization within the junior class,"
said Miss Jackie Thomas, candidate fog secretary of the junior
class.

Texas School
Board Bans
Civics Text
HOUSTON, Ilex., Oct. 25 (UP)
Houston high schools fumbled
around for a* new textbook for
senior civics students today, while
teachers claimed the course would
be "wrecked" w.ithout the current
text, banned by the city school
board.
.J. 0. Webb, assistant superintendent in charge of high schools,
complained that the board’s sudden action "threatens to . wreck
our entire civics program."
The book on "American Govern.
that person," states Miss Ishimatsu.
Miss Ishimatsu is an English
pre-secondary major. She atended
Fremont piton high school at
Sunnyvale where she edited the
yearbook. The candidate has worked as a councillor of the Frosh "Y"
club here on campus.

rnent" -by Oregon State College’
Professor Frank., Abbott Magruder.
was adopted by the state textbook.
commission for a six-year period,
ending this year.
It was ordered oft school shelves
because it allegedly planted
sidious seeds" in the minds of the
students. Particularly objectionable, said the school board, was a
paragraph offering a tiartial definition of "capitalism."
Dr. W. E. Moreland, superintendent, forbade the book to be. used
today, but admitted frankly he
didn’t knew where to go from
there.
"All the principals want to know
what textbook to substitute," said
Moreland. "What can I tell them?"
He said he and Webb planned
to confer sometime later today,
and that an emergency requisition for substitute textbooks might
be sent to the state textbook commission in Austin.
"It will take at least a month
to get the other books," Webb
predicted. "This order removing
the present texts will just about
wreek our civics program."

so

the STUDENT
SUPPLY, BOOK & GIFT SHOP
70 E. San Fernando

-

CY 4-3530

School Supplies
BOOKS
GIFTS
CARDS
TOYS
GAMES
CANDIES
TOBACCOS
STATIONERY

...01S

’11%
VINO

19.1>t!!

SISOOSS

Many Other Items

A GOOD DEAL!
FOR S.J.S. STUDENTS
ONLY
Fine Wholesome Food
at Low Cost
REGULAR $5.50

Yes, Camels aro SO MILD that in a
coast -lo-coast test t.f hundreds of men and women
who smoked Camels-- and only Camels for 30

consecutive days, noted throat specialists. making
weekly examinations, reported

NOT 005 $11111111 CASI OF THROAT IRRITATION
DUE TO SMOKING CAMILIII

MEAL TICKETS
NOW $4.95
Breakfast, lunch, Dinner

DELUXE
SANDWICH SHOP
232 S. FIRST STREET
Nina to Missktn
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